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Latin America, as a region, is experiencing a critical situation at various levels including political, ecological, humanitarian and social. It is our moral and historical duty to open debates to generate spaces for reflection that allow us to raise awareness of these serious deterioration of human rights. The Latin American region debates amid recalcitrant governments that proclaim and shout the importance of dialogues, democracy, freedoms in their speeches outward, but that apply anti-popular, repressive and violent measures inside; clear dictatorial and aggressive samples that denigrate and outrage broad sectors of society to benefit a tiny and ambitious elite of power in an excessive way. To reflect specifically on the situation in Ecuador, we will have the privilege of having a special guest, the Architect Pierina Correa Delgado, who visits us from Ecuador to offer us a conference, whose testimonial narrative will serve as a complaint about the political persecution that progressive leaders are suffering, defamation, betrayal, lies, the use of the judicial apparatus and the powers of the State to execute strong interests and destroy the progress that Ecuador has had in a dignifying and proud stage of the so-called Citizen Revolution. For this they have used the media machinery that manipulate, misinform and hide information. All this cynicism as a state policy, has been creating a popular anger that has ended in massive popular protests, but that unfortunately are already leaving balances with painful figures of violence and violations of rights, which can even be judged as crimes of state and humanity.